
in fact recorded below a'waterfall and simply flipped
in orientation. The title of this work is a reference to a
book by Foley artist Robert L Mott, creator ofthe sound
effects that a,ccompanied the first film footage of atomic
bomkr tests shown on American news television in 1951.

With no access to audio of the test, Mott mani.pulated
a stock recording of an unidentified 'African waterfall'
to produce what came to be (mis)recognised as the
sound of an atomic explosion.

Mott's own writing on sound is cited in Strai.ght Flush,
2019, the large-scale, two-channel video that dominates
the subterranean space of the main gallery. This video is
projected onto a simple free-standing: screen, supported
by wooden props that are both stage-like and infra-
structural in their aesthetic. Straight Fluslz was shot in
a barracks on the decommissioned Wendover Air Force
Base near the Utah-Nevada state line. Once a highly
significant site for military tests, Wendover is now
regularly used as a fiim location and Straight Flush is
entangled both materially and conceptually with both
the present and past of commercial film production.
13BC's film opens with a distant image of nocturnal
mititary manoeuvres, which are actually being staged
for a different shoot. Other cinematic reference points
include John Wayne's 1956 Genghis K]rairbiopic The
Conqueror, which may have exposed its actors and
extras to contamination from nearby atomic test sites.
13BC is, however, primarily focused on a film that was
never realised: Bob Hope's production company sought
to make a biopic of Eatherly, in which he might even
piay himself, but Anders urged him to resist on the
basis that this dramatisation would deprive his 'most
fatal act'of its meaning.

The camerawork in Strai,ght Flusfu is self-consciously
diagrammatic and, with the exception of the opening
shot, the action unfolds entirely within the confined
space ofthe barracks, inhabited by three performers.
Taking occasional breaks to play cards, LiIy Gladstone,
Bill Sa.ge and Dana Wheeler-Nicholson read through a
script assembled from multiple sources, including
letters and published texts by Anders, Eatherly, Mott
and others. Mistakes in reading are retained rather than
removed and there is no voice-over or other non-diegetic
sound. At various points, audio recordings of music and
speech can be heard but these sounds emanate from a
cassette player operated by the performers. Anders's
own words are spoken by someone who is not present;
we hear only the recorded voice of Patrick Winczewski,
a German director and actor known for dubbing
Hollywood stars such as Tom Cruise and Morgan
Freeman. Another character - Charlotte Zetke, the
American pianist who was Anders's partner (and
occasional typist) - is represented solely through a
piano composition lcy Jason Moran, also responsible
for the music heard in the upper gallery on entry to
'Fata1 Act'.

If Strai,ght Flzzsfu insists on the display of 13BC's
documentary sources, tLrcn Corpse Cleaner, 2016 I 19

is structured around the far more unstable signifier
ofthe film prop, exploring its dual status as artefact

and replica through reference to the writings ofboth
Anders a,nd Siegfried Kracauer. The setting is a direct
allusion to Anders's own experience of working as a
cleaner of Hollywood props while exiled in the US, yet
his position is deliberately decentred in a voice-over
(delivered by Dana Wheeler-Nicholson) that addresses
both 'Dear Giinther' and oDear Claude'. Histories of
cinema and warfare, linking locations in the US, Japan
and Germany, are interwoven as the camera moves
steadily through a carefully choreographed interior,
passing a human-sized statute of Liberty, a stack of
antique traffic lights and assorted neon signs. This
journey ends with the opening ofthe storehouse doors,
temporarily exposing the deep red bunker-like interior
ofthe gallery space to ablast ofnatural light, but the
prop house itself persists as a compelling and still-
unfolding archive.

Maeve Connolly is co-director of postgraduate art
and research collaboration at Dun Laoghaire Institute
of Art, Design and Technology, Dublin.

You Feel Me_
Fact, Liverpool, l November to 23 February

An unidentified mammal, hairless and pa]e, is split
open end to end with a sca,lpel. Tubes squirt out. This
poor something reminds me of the whale I keep seeing
in my newsfeed, its death caused by a microplastic
buffet. It could be a creature straight from the Star
Trek universe (a naked Tribble, perhaps, or a burrow-
ing Ceti Ee1), Iying prone for dissection. The scientist
responsible pokes things, writes field reports, shadowed
by red and blue moons and surrounded by lavender cilia
fields. She's also wearing the same purple helmet as
me, but I'm sitting in FACT's upstairs gallery watching
her, plugged into a virtual reaiity installation by Anna
Bunting-Branch, accompanied by Aliyah Hussain's
original score. Typically, I don't love YR in galleries
- the technology is usually glitchy or i]1-fitting, or
worse, gimmicky. I want to forget the tool and experi-

Meg:an Broadmeadow, WhA Cctn't We Do This IRL?,
2O19. installation view
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ence the work and, thankfully, I do here, Iost
in a hand-drawn, animated realm occupied entirely
by women.

The title, Warm Worlds and Otherwise, P019, is
borrowed from a short story collection by the superb
science-fiction author James Tiptree Jr (aka Alice
Bradley Sheldon). Like Tiptree Jr, Bunting-Branch is
toying with our idea of what it means to be a'w.oman
in a man's world. Rather than have us navigate
business-as-usua1, however, she removes the patriar-
chy altogether, even creating a new language for
womet: to express themselves without fear of ridicute
or censorship (The Li,ngui,sts,2019). It's your ultimate
'safe space'. I'm joined by sisters of different ages and
races for dinner a,t an international space station cafe;
it's a neon greasy-spoon suspended among the stars.
I can feel the real table in front of me, its potished
surface covered in cracked eggs and cables. The irony
is that I'm living a lovelier version of Tiptree Jr,s
character The Girl Who Was Plugged, In, wlno is
uploaded into a sexy new life by a shady corporation
to work 2417 as a type of Influencer. The Girl gives up
her own 'horrible body', and ultimately her autonom5r,
to be whored around cyberspace by the corporation,
covertly selling stuff-Iust. Referencing Tiptree Jr is
to comment on the womalt-as-monster trope: 'from
a female point of view the monster woman is simply
a woman who seeks the power of self-articulation'
(Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, The Madwoman in
the Atti,c: The Woman Writer and the Ni,neteenth-Century
Li,terary Imagi,nati,on,19?9). Rather than a dystopian
view, Bunting-Branch imagines a Utopia where
women are masters of their own fate; it is a fu1l
and satisfying vision.

This is an exhibition, however, of two halves. In
the face of the excellent, immersive artwork upstairs
in Gallery 2, the rest of 'You FeeI Me_' in Ga,tlery 1

feels a bit cobbled together. It's atl in the edit. I hate
the click-bait title and am suspicious of the guide's
promise of artworks that will bring us, to a space
of collective healing'. Who wiII heal me and how?
My mind and spirit do need healing; I'm tired of the
world and of the news. I very much like the intention
- 'a group exhibition ofseven artists critiquing and
disrupting dominant systems of control' - and the
text panels designed and collaged directly onto the
walls by Salma Noor, which in tone and process reflect
the show's keywords of 'construct' and .revise,. I want
to see more artworks that kick back against the status
quo. It's been produced by FACT's first black cura-
tor-in-residence, Helen Starr. She has over p5 years of
industry experience and states in the guide that using
new media across exhibitions, community and educa-
tion groups 'may provide a glimpse of a future fiiled
with hope'.

Healing might not be on the table for me here, but
I am reminded of what power feels like, of having a
platform from which to speak, ofhow other people feel
about the state of things. Megan Broad.meadow,s VR
murder mystery, Whg can't we do this IRL?, ZOtg, lnas

been made in collaboration with Liverpool residents,
youl1g and o1d, and will be unveiled on ? December.
This madcap film is a lig'ht-hearted yet pin-sharp
criticism of misogyny in contemporary culture
taking aim at bestselling shoot-em-up Red Dead,
Rederupti,on 2. Playing a mean cowboy you can kiII
whomever you want, including innocent female
characters (on its release, newspapers screamed
'Players Are Excited to Attack and Kitl Feminists
in the Game'). In Broadmeadow's trailer, the cowboy is
on trial and you are a member of the jury; a Suffragette
has been beaten and thrown into crocod.ile-infested
waters and you must decide on a guilty or not g:ui]ty
verdict. After listening to the eyewitnesses (the croco-
dile is very persuasive) I cast my vote in the litile
wooden voting booth before sitting down to watch
Rebecca A11en's The Obseruer, 1999-2019. The artist
builds her own worlds, havi.ng for the past four decades
worked on the cutting edge of virtual and augmented
realities (including Kraftwerk's first BD music video).
Here, 1990s graphics reminiscent of the SNES (Super
Nintendo Entertainment System) simulate a sentient
landscape as strange a,s Stanislaw Lem,s Solari,s, Flora
and fauna, drawn by Allen, snap into existence and are
developed autonomously by the system that she has
designed. Here, God is a woman.

Mark-making of another kind manifests in a ceramic
terrain by Phoebe Collings-James: many plates of baked
clay, puckered, coarse, scored with finger paintings
and splashed with glaze, recording a private litany
of scrawled messag:es (the number five, pigeons, gut
cultures, 'The detritus of devotional memorabilia,).
Alongside this are several plaster sculptures poking
out of the floor like broken fingers or elongated KKK
hoods, and a film of the artist's head wrapped. in a net
of bells, agonisingly, pointlessly trying to shake offthe
tiny instruments while slowly driving herself mad with
the ringing. It's exhausting trying to make yoursetf
heard, isn't it? It requires, at the very 1east, people
willing to listen.

Stories can get lost in translation. Brandon
Covington Sam-Sumana's Li,fe i,s... Grand II: Anatomy of
Apology,2019, consists ofa framed letter, photographs,
banners, a Iace and crystal chandelier, blankets and
buliets. The letter explains that the artist wanted
to make a series of fictitious book covers celebrating
Texas-based writer Mesha Mesh and specifically her
work written for survivors of domestic violence.
Hurricane Florence put paid to the pla,nned photoshoot,
Ieaving Covington Sam-Sumana to improvise. This
assemblage of stock photographs and found materials,
while meant to still represent Mesh's oeuvre, doesn,t
make any sense. It's a mess. Nevertheless, she persisted.
Covington Sam-Sumana's letter truly embraces the
failure; it is an articulate and funny apology to Mesh,
and us, whi.ch illustrates that 'Error, as undesirable
as we are taught to see it, is often one of our best tools.,

Laura Roloertson is a writer and editor based
in Liverpool.
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